We prove a continuous version of a relaxation theorem for the nonconvex Darboux problem x, T e F(t, z, x, x,,x z ). This result allows us to use Warga's open mapping theorem for deriving necessary conditions in the form of a maximum principle for optimization problems with endpoint constraints. Neither constraint qualification nor regularity assumption is supposed.
Introduction

Consider the optimization problem fo(x(T, &)) -*• min,
over the solutions of the hyperbolic differential inclusion (or in other words, Darboux problem)
x n (t,T)eF(t,T,Z(x)(t,T)), (t, r) € n := [0, T] x [0, $"[,
with boundary conditions and endpoint constraint (4) Cesari [6] and Egorov [11, 12] because it does not involve the derivatives of second order of the map </ >. In a previous paper [43] , we have derived a Pontryagin-type maximum principle for (l)- (3) in the case when F has convex values. When (2) has the parameterized form (5) , it has been shown in [43] that this convexity assumption can be removed and we obtain maximum conditions under much weaker assumptions than those of Suryanryana. Namely, in (l)- (3), we assumed that the function <p is only measurable in (t, T), differentiable (not necessary continuously differentiable) in (x l ,x 2 ,x 3 ), continuous in v and that the objective function f 0 is only differentiable. Of course, one can show that under Suryanryana's smoothness assumptions, our adjoint equations and Suryanaryana's equations are identical [43] .
The optimization problem (l)- (3), where F does not depend on (r, T), has also been studied by Mahmudov in [24] . Using the discrete approach of Pchenichnyi [28] , this author obtains a Egorov-type necessary condition under the assumption that F has convex values. As in [28] for differential inclusion problems, the convexity assumption is crucial for the convergence of approximated solutions to an optimal one. Moreover, the objective function is also assumed to have a convex approximation in sense of [28] at an optimal solution. It is well known from nonsmooth analysis [8] that Lipschitz nonsmooth functions may not satisfy that assumption.
From general optimal control theory, it is well known that optimization problems with an endpoint constraint like (4) are much harder than those without it. As in nonlinear mathematical programming, many results are often obtained under some kind of constraint qualification (CQ) or regularity assumptions (RA). For example, in optimization problems defined by ordinary differential equations, one has to assume Clarke's calmness condition [8] on the endpoint constraint or Frankowska's surjectivity condition involving a linearized inclusion [14] . These conditions ensure that a reference solution is not isolated, that is, in every neighborhood there is at least one solution of the equation that also satisfies the end constraint. Obviously, because of the very complicated structure of the solution set in an optimal control problem, it is not clear how to check CQ or RA. An approach to these problems without CQ and RA was proposed by Warga in [48, 49] and developed by him [50, 51] and other authors [21, 18, 22, 44, 45, 56] . In this spirit, in [44] we also investigated (l)- (4) when F has convex values and the functions f 0 , f\ are continuously differentiable. First, by using a special open-mapping theorem for smooth functions and a continuous approximation technique for convex hyperbolic inclusion [42] , we derived a sufficient condition for a given solution x(t, r) to satisfy
f(x(T, &)) e inlf(R F (T, &))
, f := (/ 0 , / , ) ,
where RF (T, 3? ) is the reachable set at point (T, 3?) of inclusion (2) . This condition isO 6 intV/(i (7, 5T) [4] Nonconvex Darboux problems 357 inclusion of inclusion (2) 
at (T, 3?). Hence, if x(t, T) is an optimal solution of (l)-(4), then f(x(T, &)) e df(R F (T, 2?)), which implies 0 £ intV/(;t(7\ &))R L (T, &).
Futhermore, applying a separation theorem (see, for example, [31, consequence 11.7.3] ) yields the existence of 9 G R m , \\6\\ = 1 such that
Vf(x(T, ST)Ye 6 R L (T, &)
+ .
Since F has convex values, with a suitably chosen linearized inclusion [43] , every vector of cone R L (T, 3f) + corresponds to a solution of adjoint inclusions satisfying the maximum condition. A Pontryagin-type maximum principle for (2), (3), (4) was obtained in [44] as a consequence of (7) .
As in problems with ordinary differential equations [49, 22, 45] , in order to be able to apply an open-mapping theorem to derive sufficient conditions for (6) , one has to use a continuous approximation of solutions of inclusion (2) by solutions of a linearized inclusion. If F has convex values as in [44, 42] the continuous approximation is obtained automatically from a successive approximation process [42, Remark 3.1 and Theorem 4.1]. Moreover, as mentioned above, the convexity of the values of F is also crucial to ensure the existence of a linearized inclusion such that every vector of the positive polar of its reachable set corresponds to a solution satisfying the maximum condition.
As it is obvious from the former results, the following important questions related to (l)-(4) are unanswered so far.
1. What is a maximum principle for (l)-(3) (or (1), (3), (5)) with end constraint (4) when / 0 and f\ are nonsmooth functions? 2. Is the convexity assumption for the values of the map F really needed for deriving a maximum principle for (l)-(4)?
The purpose in the present paper is to answer the two questions above, that is, we investigate (l)-(4), assuming only that F has compact (not necesssary convex) values, while /o, /i are Lipschitzian (not necessary continuously differentiable) functions. Here it worth noting that because of the nonconvexity of its values, the map F may be nonparameterized and so it cannot be reduced to Dieudone-Rashevski form as in [6, 38] . Hence, even without the endconstraint (4), problem (l)-(3) also becomes much more complicated than those of [6, 38] . Since F has compact values only, for obtaining a maximum principle for problem (1), (2), (4), we shall develop a continuous approximation technique of solutions of inclusion (2) by solutions of a linearized inclusion of the convexified inclusion jc l r (r,r)ecoF(r,r,Z(jc)0,r)), {t,x)&U.
The basic result we will obtain is a Pontryagin-type maximum principle for the problem (1), (2), (4) with nonconvex-valued map F and nonsmooth (Lipschitzian) objective function / 0 , nonsmooth (Lipschitzian) endpoint constraint function / i , without CQ and RA. Actually, we will even derive the maximum principle for (1), (2) , (4) with nonfixed boundary conditions of the form
where F, : n , x R" -+ 2 R \ F 2 : T\ 2 x /?" -+ 2 s ", F o C /?". Applying this basic result to (5), we first derive a maximum principle for (1), (5), (4) with nonsmooth data and without any convexity or linearity assumptions.
Our continuous approximation technique of solutions of inclusion (2) by solutions of a linearized inclusion of inclusion (8) is based on a continuous version of a relaxation theorem for inclusion (2) to be proved in the paper. Using this theorem and also Warga's open-mapping principle [48] , we shall be able to derive that (6) Aside from serving to derive a maximum principle for (l)-(4), the relaxation theorem has an independent interest. Futhermore, it plays an important role in the study of optimization problems involving (5) with relaxed controls, which will be considered in a subsequent paper (see for example [39] for the definition of relaxed controls of (5)). We mention also that even in its simplest form, our relaxation theorem is a nontrivial extension of the Filippov-Wazewski relaxation theorem for differential inclusions. Indeed, for differential inclusions, it is known (see for example [2, 17, 19] ) that the Filippov-Wazewski relaxation theorem follows from a Filippov theorem and a Lyapunov theorem for Auman integrals. For inclusion (2) we proved also a Filippovtype theorem [44] and when the map F of inclusion (2) does not depend on partial derivatives x t {t, T), x T {t, r), the relaxation theorem for inclusion (2) can also be proved simply by using Lyapunov theorem [41] . However, when F depends on partial derivatives x,(t, r), x r (t, x), it is not clear how we could derive the relaxation theorem because, as will be seen later, in that case the traditional Lyapunov theorem is no longer suitable. In order to obtain a relaxation theorem for inclusion (2) for the latter case, we shall prove a stronger version of the Lyapunov theorem for Auman integrals in the plane (Theorem 3.1).
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 is the problem statement. In Section 3 we prove a Lyapunov theorem for integrals in the plane and some auxiliary [6] Nonconvex Darboux problems 359 results. These results are used for the proof of a relaxation theorem stated in Section 4. Section 5 is devoted to the maximum principle for (1), (2), (4), (9) and (1), (4), (5) . Finally, in the Appendix, we prove a continuous version of a Filippov-type theorem for inclusion (2).
Problem statement
In what follows we shall derive a necessary condition for an optimal solution of (1), (2) , (4), (9) Throughout the paper, by a solution to the inclusion (2), (9) we mean an absolutely continuous function u(t, x) on FI with an integrable derivative u, r (t, x) satisfying inclusion (2) almost everywhere (a.e.) on FI and satisfying the boundary conditions (9) a.e. on ri] and U 2 .
We refer the reader to [33] for the definition and the main properties of absolutely continuous functions of two variables. In particular, a function u is absolutely continuous on FI if and only if it can be expressed in the form Recall that a closed convex process A is a set-valued map, whose graph is a closed convex cone. [8] Nonconvex Darboux problems 361
A Lyapunov theorem and auxiliary results
In this section we state preliminary results that are needed in the proof of the relaxation theorem of the next section.
The following Lemma 3.1 can be proved simply as Lemma 2 [11] .
LEMMA 3.1. Let J?be a positive integer, K be a compact set of a metric space and Tj(x), j = 1,2,..., ^, x e K be measurable subsets ofU satisfying
., J, and let g be defined by g(x)(t, T) = ^XTjwit, X)Vj(t, X).
Then g is a continuous map from K into L'(ri).
Let D be a rectangle in n and let a = {/', I [
H. D . Tuan [9] D D, D,
F I G U R E 1. T h e set / : = Di£> 2 £>304 is divided into subsets I,(x), I 2 (x), . . . , I j (x).
PROOF. The proof consists of two steps.
Step 
where by tjtj+ix' j+i xj (tjtj +l T ;+1 T ; , respectively) we denote the trapezium with vertices
It is easy to prove that for every j = 1, 2 JF, (t, r) 6 /,
mes(Ij) = pj(x)mes(I), mes(I n ,) = pj(x)mesU\,),
We shall prove that limmes(Ij(x)AIj{x')) 
and Jim m« (r y (*)Ar 7 (je')) = Jim mes ((UJL,/;(JC)) A (UJL,//(*'))) f(x)dxdt = y v w [11] 
I f{x)dt= Pj {x) I f(x)dt.
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.2.
The following modification of a Lyapunov theorem for integrals in the plane plays a key role for the proof of the relaxation Theorem. 
V(t,r)-V(t,r))d Jo i)(i, T) -V(J, T)) rf
and such that for /x = (i, I, rf), I1 M = Tl u n n^, and
the following relations hold, whenever (t, x), (t, r') € FI M with 0.
k -
By Caratheodory's Theorem, for every (t,x) e n,, there exist otj(t, r) > 0, E"=i «;('. T) = 1 and Uj(t, x) e G(f, T) such that n+l ;=• By virtue of (19) , this implies that for (r M , r M ) e n M , there exists w,(f, r) € satisfying n+\ that is, u(/, r) e S n {coG{t^, T M ); /I + e,(/j)). By [7, page 288] this yields By the method used in Step 1 of the proof of Lemma 3.2 (see Figure 2 ), for every n^ we can find a covering { n w , j -1, 2 , . . . , n + 1} and function M M (/, r) taking the constant value M W on every n w such that for every (t, r) € FI M , 
for {t, x) ^ U M n M> where w(f, r) e G(t, r).
From (22), (16), (18), (25),for£ = 1, 2 , . . . , N, t g n l t we have (21), (24), (15),
:= 2M/J Now, by choosing the measurable function v h (t, x) 6 G(t, x) for almost every (t, r) e n such that 
A relaxation theorem for hyperbolic inclusions
Denote by _S? the cr-algebra of the Lebesgue measurable subsets of FI, and £8(V) the family of all Borel subsets of a separable Banach space F. Recall that a map FM x F ->• 2 R " is called ^f (g) ^(r)-measurable if for any closed subset C of fl" one has that {(f,T,z) e F I x F : F t ( ( , r , z ) n C ^0 } e J5f(g)^(F).
First, we assume that G : FI x R n x R" x R" x F -»• Comp/?" and consider the hyperbolic inclusion depending on a parameter 0, y) (30)
with the boundary condition ii(r,0)=ii(0,T) = 0, ( r , r ) e n .
Suppose that the map G satisfies the following conditions. 
For the proof of the main result in this section, we need the following theorem, whose proof will be given in the appendix. (2), (31) 
where
= a [ [dist(u n (t, r) , G(f, x, Z(«)(f, T)) + *||u(f, 0) + «(0, r) -n(0, 0)|| Now, we return to inclusion (2), (31) and its convexined inclusion (8), (31) . and &(coF) denote the solution sets of inclusions (2), (31) and (8), (31), respectively. The main result in this section is the following relaxation theorem for inclusion (2), (31). 
mes{[0, t] x [T,_,, T,]} < S, mes{[t^u t,] x [0, T]} < 8
Let {Uoi^ix')}^ be a finite covering of K consisting of balls U o /^(x J ) of radius o/jY 2 around x j e K and let {p(x)}f = \ be its corresponding continuous partition of unity. 
By Theorem 3.1 we can choose Vj(t, x) € F(t, r, Z(x j )(t, T)) satisfying
I f f (xj T (f,T)-Vj(t,T))dTdt (xj T (f,r)-Vj(t,x))dt\ +ess sup +ess sup / (xj r (t, T) -vj(t, T)) dx
f vj(t, x)dxdt = pj(x) I" [' Vj{t, x)dxdt,(41)
I vj(t, x)dx = pj(x) I vj(t, x)dx V/ € [t,-u ti],
/" Vjit, x) dt = Pj (x) [ ' Vj(t, x) dt VT G [x t -u xi\.(42)
For 2}(JC) := U^, U^, r/'(jc), the map g : / : -• L l (U) defined by g(x)(r, T) = Yf=\ XT,M(t, x)vj(t, T) VX e A", (r, r) e n is continuous. Consider the map y : K ^>-Q such that y(x)(t, x) = f [ g(xKt, x)dxdi
Vx € K, (t, x) € n.
Jo Jo
From ( 
I / ' f'{g(x)(t,t)-x n (t,T))drdt
£ > , « f'{vj(t,T)-Vj(t,r))dt
where, in view of (40), (39) and (44), 
\\y(x)(t,r)-x(t,T)\\ <
+ ( (g(x)(t,x)-x n (t,r))dxdt
Analogously, from and (46), (47),
\\y l (x)(t,x)-x l (t,x)\\ < (s(xKt,x)-x IT (t,r))dx \f (g(x)(t,T)-x lf (t,f))di \\y r (x)(t, T) -x T (t, T)||
where, in view of (48), (37), (38),
r)i(t)dt + I Jo Jz t vt € n,,
/ r) 2 
(x)df:= I m(r)dx+ I f \\g(x)(t, x) -x n (J, f))|| dxdt < 5â o
Jo Jti Jo VT 6 n 2 . 
(r, T), F(t, x, Z(y(xMt, r))) <dist(vj(t,x),F(t,x,Z(x j )(t,x))) + k (\\Z(x -x J )(f, r)|| + \\Z(x -y(x))(t, r)|) t, x) (54)
But it is easily seen that, whenever ||JC J -x\\ Q < a/^V 2 < a,
\\Z(x-x j )(t,x)\\ dxdt <(T? + 2T + 23T)o.
of use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S0334270000010729
Hence, together with (52-54), this implies / dist(g(x)(t, T), F(t, x, Z(y(x))(t, r))) dxdt < ko(\0T5T + 7T + 1ST). Jn
Consequently, by Corollary 4.1 there exists a continuous map r : Q -> 3%(F) such that
\\x(t, T) -r(x)(t, r)|| < ad{\0T2r + 1T + 1 ?)T& + e/2 Vx e y(K). (55)
Define r ( : K -s-^( F ) by setting r e (;c) = /-(^U)). From (55), (49), (36)) we obtain for every {t, r) e n and x e K,
\\r t (x)(t, T) -x(t, r ) | < |r(y(jc))a, r) -y(x)(t, r)|| + |y(jc)(r, T) -*(r, T)| < €,
completing the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Before closing this section, let us state the following consequence of Theorem 4.2 and Corollary 4.1. (2) , (9) such that \\r e (x)(t, x)-x{t, x)\\ < e Vx € K, (t, x) € n.
COROLLARY 4.2. For every e > 0 and for every compact subset K of the solution set TR(coF) of inclusion (8), (9), there exists a continuous map r e from K to the solution set TR(F) of inclusion
Controllability and extremality for nonconvex Darboux problems
We begin this section with the following definition on controllability and extremality in inclusion (2), (9).
DEFINITION 5.1. The inclusion (2), (9) is called f-locally controllable around the solution x(t, x) at point (7\ &) if (6) holds. When (6) does not hold then the solution x(t, x) is called an f-extremal solution of inclusion (2), (9).
Obviously every optimal solution of problem (1), (2), (4), (9) is also a /-extremal solution of inclusion (2), (9) . So necessary conditions for /-extremal solutions are also necessary conditions for optimal solutions.
Let us recall some definitions from [3, 27] . This cone is not uniquely defined and when K is convex then the cone I(K;a) is also a regular tangent cone to K at a [27] . Now, let {A(t, T), (/, T) G n } ({/4j(O, f € 111}, {A 2 (r), T G n 2 ) , respectively) be a family of closed convex processes from R" x R" x R" (R", R", respectively) to R" satisfying the following assumptions.
C.I. For all (u,p,q)
e R" x R" x R" (u e /?", u e R", respectively) the map ( 
t, T) ->• A(t, T)(U, p, q) (t -> A](O«, r ->•
. graphA(t,r)CgraphdcoF(t,T,Z(x)(t,T),x n (t,T)))
for almost all (t,r) e FI, graph/4i(O C graphdFi(/, x(f, 0), x,(t, 0)) for amost all t € FI,, graphy4 2 (r) C graphrfF 2 Let ^ be a regular tangent cone to F o at Jc(O, 0). To the inclusion (2), (9) let us associate the inclusion (2), (9) and (8), (9) 
. Inclusion (2), (9) is f-locally controllable around x(t, r) at point (T, S?) if for every X € d x f(x(T, 9")) inclusion (56), (57) is X-locally controllable around the null solution at the point (T, &), that is, if O m e in\X(R A (T, ?))
VX € d x f(x(T, &)),(58)
where R A (T, &) is the reachable set of the inclusions (56), (57) at the point (T, S?).
PROOF. The proof proceeds in two steps.
Step
First we notice that since X(R A (T, 87"j) is a convex cone, the relation (58) implies R m = X(R A (T, 3T)) VX € d x f(x(T, &)).
Hence we can show that for every /3 > 0 there exist n\ and M; e R A (T, &), j = 1, 2 , . . . , n u such that
of use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S0334270000010729 [24] Nonconvex Darboux problems 377 where «(<£"') = j « ( y ) = £ y jUj : y = (y,, y 2 , . . . , -, y».) e <T"). 
Let Wj{t, T), 7 = 1, 2 , . . . , ri\ be solutions of inclusion (56), (57) (56), (57) for every y e <£"".
For every e > 0 define
By the upper semicontinuity of Clarke's generalized Jacobian we have lim e^.0 + d e = 0. In view of Lemma 5.1 and the last written relation we can choose e 0 , 6 0 , so small that
and there are solutions x(t, T, y) of inclusion (8), (9) 
The function f 0 is of the class C°° and satisfies [28] Nonconvex Darboux problems 381
Under condition E.I, for F defined by where p\t, r), p 2 (r, r), pit, r) are solutions of (66), (67). It is easily seen that pit,x) satisfies the integral equation of Volterra type [34] , r ,<?
So as a consequence of Theorem 5.2 we have the following.
COROLLARY 5.1. Ifxit, T) is an optimal solution of(l), (3) , (4) 
Note that an analogous result to Corollary 5.1 has been proved by Suryanaryana in [38] for (1), (3), (5) 
It is obvious that the maps F(F U F 2 , respectively) possess analogous conditions to F(F U F 2 , respectively). Consider the inclusion
x, x {t, r) € F{t, r, Z(x)(t, r)), (t, r) e n,
Clearly the function y{t, r) := {x(t, r), x(T, &)) is a solution of this inclusion. Define also the families of convex processes {A (t, r), (t, r) € n}, {A { (t), t e FIi}, {A 2 (r), x e n 2 } as follows.
A(t, xKu,p,q) = (A(t,x)(u
where ^4(r, T) is defined by (69). With the inclusion (76) let us associate the inclusion w n € A(f, r)(Z(S;)(r, r)), {f, x) e n u5,(/,0) e J4,(Ou5(r,0), r € n,, u; r (0, r) e A 2 (x)w(0, x), xeU 2 , 
It is easily seen that We close the paper by considering the following time optimal problem for the inclusion (2), (9): 
We then see that 
Appendix
We now shall prove Theorem 4.1 by using a method developed in [42] and results of [5] on the existence of continuous selections of set-valued maps.
As before, let F be a separable Banach space. Recall the following definition. The proof of Theorem 4.1 is complete.
